The Parrish Library Case Competition is an annual library-administered, library-sponsored case competition where teams of undergraduate students compete against one another to make better evidence-based decisions for business problems. This article includes a description the case competition as a resource for other libraries interested in sponsoring similar case competitions as part of their information literacy programs. Students who participated in the case competition saw their learning grow as assessed through questionnaires and focus groups. Students who had not taken an information literacy course perceived their understanding as lower than those who had taken a course.
Introduction
Case competitions are interactive events where participants receive a company scenario (case) for which they need to present a business solution, and are sometimes called the "varsity sport" of business schools (UNC Kenan-Flagler as cited in Sachau & Naas, 2010) . Like many other types of educational components implemented in both secondary education and higher education, these competitions offer the opportunity to highlight the exceptional work that students do as part of their education. The overall goal of a library-sponsored business competition is different than other case competitions in scope and focus. Like other business competitions, top students show exceptional decision-making and case analysis. The crucial difference in a library-sponsored case competition is that decision-making and case analysis need to be informed by their understanding of the entire ecosystem of discoverable information.
Libraries have hosted paper competitions which award students based on written work in classes. Interactive, live competitions highlight the tangible benefits of information literacy to a larger audience than traditional information literacy in the classroom. In spite of these benefits, libraries have rarely sponsored interactive, live competitions in higher education as of yet.
Hosting a live competition expands the library's role from an internal service to a proactive advocate honoring the work of exceptional students inside the classroom to a larger audience of community members, employers, and educators.
The Parrish Library Case Competition highlights how a library-sponsored case competition supplements an existing information literacy program. Competitions benefit undergraduate education, and library-sponsored competitions offer tremendous opportunity both to the library as well as to the student body. Students get an opportunity to translate their information literacy skills into tangible results that can be admired by others. By hosting case RUNNING HEAD: LIBRARY-SPONSORED CASE COMPETITIONS: BEST PRACTICES AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING GAINS 4 competitions, libraries cultivate information literacy skills and celebrate the skills of exceptional information literate students. This paper will provide a description of a library-sponsored case competition, including the process for administering it and how it scales with other information literacy efforts and programs. Further, this paper will explore assessment of student gains to understand how learning gains may differ between students who had taken an information literacy course before the class and those who had not.
Literature Review Case Competitions in Business and Management
Case competitions stem from teaching using the case analysis method, a common pedagogy used across many disciplines, but most commonly in business schools. In the case method students are given a detailed scenario, or case, for which they need to provide a decision, defended by research and analysis. In traditional case method in the classroom, an instructor walks the students through a discussion of the case (Barnes, Christensen, & Hansen, 1994) . The case competition evolved from the same process but instead of in-class discussions, students independently evaluate the case and then present their solutions.
The format of case competitions varies across disciplines and intent. The time from getting the case until case presentation may be as a short as several hours to as long as a year depending on the learning goals and scope of the case (Sachau & Naas, 2010) . In many case competitions, companies both sponsor the competition and judge the results. In others, a mixture of different business people evaluate the presentations. The contests are very popular and attract many students. In tough job markets, recruiters often posit that participation in case competition gives students in landing jobs and internships. In addition, case competitions are of use to organization who can use case to scout talent (Dunham, 2003) .
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Case competitions have been shown to benefit students in a variety of ways. Students learn to be effective teammates, apply theory, gain project management skills such as managing heavy workloads, solve organizational problems, and present a persuasive argument to a client (Sachau & Naas, 2010) . Case competitions can be used to enforce concepts using grounded learning (Corner et al., 2006) or experiential learning (Kolb, 2014) .
Business librarians are no strangers to case competitions and business plan competitions, and often support information gathering as part of projects. Librarians have been using the case method (Cullen, 2013), case-based method, and problem based methods in the classroom for many years (Carder, Willingham, & Bibb, 2001) . Using cases in information literacy has multiple benefits including matching the pedagogy of the disciplines and making the more theoretical aspects of information searching relevant to the needs of the learner (Spackman & Camacho, 2009 ).
Libraries and Undergraduate Competitions
While arguably libraries and librarians have been participating in competitions from the reference desk for many years, the earliest library-sponsored undergraduate competition was at Hofstra University in 1997 (Hofstra University Library as cited in Tchangalova & Cossard, 2015) . In the Hofstra model, faculty would nominate students or students would self-nominate (Tchangalova & Cossard, 2015) . These very successful competitions highlight information literacy skills as a part of academia, but lack the team-based case approach of the case competition. Finally, the case is assessed using focus groups and surveys with quantitative analysis. The goal of the study is to build on the existing library literature on how competitions are administered within libraries, but also to show how libraries are unique partners for business schools.
Methods and Design

Parrish Library Case Competition Description The Impetus
During the spring of 2014, author of this paper, a business librarian, was teaching an information literacy course and meeting regularly with students about various case competitions.
The students had observed that having access to library research, such as market research reports, often gave students a significant advantage in presenting supporting data in these competitions.
An undergraduate student suggested that the library, rather than just support case competitions, actually sponsor one. I had been writing cases for problem-based learning for two years in my own classes, so I was familiar with the benefits of having tangible, applicable cases for students to work through.
My hope was to highlight the comparable skills of those who had taken the information literacy course and those who had not in the common currency of the program: case competition RUNNING HEAD: LIBRARY-SPONSORED CASE COMPETITIONS: BEST PRACTICES AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING GAINS 7 success. I was aware of how important winning a case competition was to the undergraduate students. There were very few case competitions open to freshmen and sophomores. Many students who got involved in case competitions as juniors or seniors started competing too late to build strong case analysis skills before graduation. A library-sponsored case competition offered a low-stakes opportunity for freshmen and sophomores to participate as well as for the library to highlight its freshmen-level information literacy course.
How Library-Sponsored Case Competitions Are Different
Many other types of business competitions have information literacy aspects, but ultimately, information literacy skills are secondary and in some cases detrimental. Many cases rely on exhibits rather than rely on student's ability to find information. Exhibits are bits of data, such as spreadsheets of financials, pulled market research reports, or descriptions of company locations. The purpose is to focus the students on the information presented versus having them invest time in research. One advantage of exhibits are that they extend the lifespan of the case.
However, overachieving students will try to find information on the companies, only to find that they have undertaken a sort of historical reenactment of something that happened years ago. In the space of 2-3 years, a case may lose all relevance to the current state of the real world.
By giving students exhibits, case competitions often deprive students of being able to show the vital business skills of investigating a problem and using information creatively in their solution. Employers have highlighted the importance of research and information as important to informing decision and recommendations, selecting vendors and developing products (Sokoloff, 2012) . Case competitions which highlight other soft skills but neglect information gathering run the risk of obscuring important real-world skills. As experts in information literacy, librarians are RUNNING HEAD: LIBRARY-SPONSORED CASE COMPETITIONS: BEST PRACTICES AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING GAINS 8 ideally suited to design case competitions which highlight those skills and fill a gap in case competition offerings.
The Cases
In contrast to typical cases for case competitions, a library-sponsored case should be short (1-2 pages) and open to strategic interpretation. The less tied a case is to a specific set of events, the more opportunities for research. Due to this less focused nature, marketing and strategy were the easiest aspect to focus on. They may include real or fictional companies and markets. The first case I used for the case competition focused on entrance into a market (See Appendix B).
The second case focused on defense of a market position (See Appendix A). I considered many other options, including marketing plans for specific products or entrepreneurial ideas. I made the choices I did because I wanted there to be enough detail for students to focus but not so much detail that the case is overwhelming. My goal was to introduce students to the idea of the case competitions, and long cases could make later case competitions intimidating. I also wanted to team members $100, divided among the team members equally. The preferred timeline of the students I consulted was a Wednesday case presentation, with first round presentations and executive summaries due Monday night. These first round presentations were reviewed by the judges, from which the top three were selected and announced. All teams were given feedback and the top three were invited to an in-person final presentation on Friday. In total, the Parrish Case Competition was a nine day long competition.
The Teams
In the first year, eight teams participated in the case competitions, with sixteen teams participating the second year. In our first year, we extended the competition only to students at Purdue University, but in the second year, we also offered it to Indiana University and University of Notre Dame. Teams were composed of 4-5 members. As the competition was billed as a beginner case competition to get students started, there was emphasis on freshmen and sophomores participating. In the first year at least one freshman or sophomore per team was required and in the second year at least two were required for each team. At least one student on the team had to have taken an information literacy course. This was to ensure that at least one student had been trained on information literacy sources, and could instruct the other students on the team as needed.
The Judging
The judging panel was a mix of librarians, professors, MBA graduate students and prize sponsors, totaling about five judges in all. In the second year, every institution that participated designated a judge and an organizing librarian. The organizing librarian helped with callouts, answered questions, and did reference interviews with the students. A judging librarian evaluated RUNNING HEAD: LIBRARY-SPONSORED CASE COMPETITIONS: BEST PRACTICES AND ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING GAINS 10 the work at the first and final rounds with the other judges. These judging panels were public and the business schools were invited to watch the presentations and the judging.
The judges evaluated the teams using a rubric with many traditional aspects of case competitions judging but with an emphasis on making evidence-based decisions and good use of information in the presentation (see Appendix C). During the final round, teams presented and the judges asked questions. Responses to questions are part of the rubric. Student in general enjoyed the interactions with the judging panel and have asked for more networking time with the judges in the future, especially those from off-campus.
Results
Assessment Design and Measures
Assessment on case competitions from the literature mainly focuses either student 
Assessed Results
In questionnaire comments and focus groups, students highlighted three main takeaways from the case competition. First, they appreciated working in a team to creatively find a solution to a problem. Second, they enjoyed looking at marketing and strategy. Third, they enjoyed learning about and from the research databases, using information in their decisions. These benefits were reinforced in the focus groups where students expressed admiration for library databases, embarrassment over not being fast enough when answering judges' questions, and pride in their accomplishments.
Participation in the individual self-assessment was optional and response rate across the two years it was administered was 27% ( = 29). In their individual post-evaluation, students were asked to rank "ability to find useful, accurate, high quality information for academic papers and projects" (information searching) and "use information in business decisions" (information use). They ranked their skill before and after the competition on a Likert scale 1-5. I combined the data from both years and compared the means of students who had taken an information literacy class to those who had not (see Table 1 and 2). Independent sample T-Tests were run for comparisons of means across groups to assess significance.
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